Meet the speakers of Speaker’s Corner

What would you have if you put together top European healthcare stakeholders and the most influential decision-makers? Sounds too good of a mix to be true? The World of Health IT, organised by HIMSS Europe next Monday and Tuesday in Barcelona, will be the meeting point of the entire eHealth ecosystem. In addition, smaller health-related companies will have many opportunities to meet and connect with some of the most influential decision-makers. Check #WoHIT’s tailored activities and packages for start-ups and micro-SME companies here.

SPEAKERS’ CORNER
At WoHIT, HIMSS Europe gives the chance to micro SME’s to present their project! During the two days of the conference, there will be a designated area where speakers will be given 5 minutes to reach the audiences their product is targeted at and engage in meaningful discussions. Are you looking for a new eHealth idea, product or solution? Participate at the “Speaker’s Corner” and discover new and innovative projects!

Let’s have a quick look on Speaker’s Corner participants
The Speaker’s Corner will take place during lunch time at the main hall. The session will kick off at 13:00 with a presentation of a project on Multilingual Medical Text Analysis by the Vienna University of Technology (@tuvienna) followed by a presentation of the project on individualised drug dosing, DOSEME (@DoseMeApp). After these two projects, the stage will be dedicated to the HIGOWELL (@Higowell) team presenting their project on medical tourism.

The next presentation will be related to mobile health technology as we will see how the Wellmo platform (@WellmoPlatform) enables insurance companies and health providers to quickly build engaging mobile health services.

Are you a clinician interested in diabetes eHealth services? The next presenter of the Speaker’s Corner will be INSULIN ALGORITHMS, presenting innovative diabetes management tools. Following this, we will see a project presentation by PATIENTPHARMA explaining to us how video messaging can transform healthcare.

Later, the audience will have the chance to watch the presentation of the EU*US eHealth Work Project (@eHealthWork), focusing on measuring, informing, educating & advancing eHealth/health IT skills in Europe, the United States and globally.

Following next, a presentation of the Academic Health Science Network for the North West Coast (@innovationnwc) on electronic transfers of care. Our next presenter will come from HealthDay.si (@HealthDaySI), a community of health-tech companies and organizations from their supportive environment, based in Slovenia. Coming next, the OULU HEALTH (@OuluHealth) team, focusing on piloting and testing opportunities for companies in the Nordics.

The core of the next presentation will be patient recruitment based on electronic medical records (performed by the clinical research solution provider, CLINERION (@Clinerion)). Our last (but not least) presentation of the day will be a presentation on the future of wearables,
by the wearables expert and Digital Health influencer, Joao Bocas of Digital Salutem (@DigitalSalutem).

Our second day will start with a presentation of ABOMICS OY (@Abomics_fi) on pharmacogenetics and it will be followed by a presentation of EXOLIS (@exolisFR) emphasizing on patient engagement and care coordination.

After these two presentations, the next speaker, coming from National Decision Support Company (@ACRSelect) will present us the ESR iGuide. Following next, we will see a presentation of the global exclusive physicians network Among Doctors (@AmongDoctors).

Next at Speaker’s Corner, the mbits CEO (@mbits_info) will introduce us to mRay - the professional, secure and certified "WhatsApp" for medical images.

The next cutting-edge project will be presented by the team of NOONA, a mobile service that provides cancer centers a real-time holistic view of their patients’ wellbeing. Our day will close up with a presentation of HEALTH-E, an Artificial Intelligence Chatbot serving patients.

We will look forward in welcoming you to WoHIT’s Speaker’s Corner! See you all in Barcelona!
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